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Abstract—Shared L1 memories are of interest for tightlycoupled processor clusters in programmable accelerators as they
provide a convenient shared memory abstraction while avoiding
cache coherence overheads. The performance of a shared-L1
memory critically depends on the architecture of the low-latency
interconnect between processors and memory banks, which needs
to provide ultra-fast access to the largest possible L1 working
set. The advent of 3D technology provides new opportunities
to improve the interconnect delay and the form factor. In this
paper we propose a network architecture, 3D-LIN, based on 3D
integration technology. The network can be configured based
on user specifications and technology constraints to provide fast
access to L1 memories on multiple stacked dies. The extracted
results from the physical synthesis of 3D-LIN permit to explore
trade-offs between memory size and network latency from a
planar design to multiple memory layers stacked on top of logic.
In the case where the system memory requirements lead to a
memory area that occupies 60% of the chip, the form factor can
be reduced by more than 60% by stacking 2 memory layers on
the logic. Latency reduction is also promising: the network itself,
configured for connecting 16 processing elements to 128 memory
banks on 2 memory layers is 24% faster than the planar system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Following Moore’s law, the scaling to nanometer technologies has led to a transition from single-core to multi-core processors, and is now moving towards many-cores architectures
[1]. Whereas hundreds of millions of transistors can now be
placed on a single chip leading to increased computing power,
they cannot be fully exploited due to interconnect latency. In
nanometer-scale technologies, interconnect latency and power
do not scale as much as device geometries, thus becoming
a performance bottleneck. These limiting factors need to be
overcome at the architectural level. For many applications,
the exploitation of customized accelerators will be the way to
obtain the highest performance, together with more efficient
types of interconnect and memory hierarchies [2].
For this reason, new interconnect architectures have already
been envisaged. For instance, Network-on-chip (NoC) [3] has
been adopted to substitute conventional bus-based systems
when high bandwidth and high speed are required. When ultralow latency processor to memory interconnection is requested
for parallel computing, novel fast interconnect topologies are
imperative to guarantee the access to the memory in few clock
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cycles. Several research efforts are already focused on lowlatency, high-bandwidth connection between the processing
elements and multi-banked on-chip memories. The Mesh-ofTrees (MoT) Interconnection Network proposed in [4], the
Hyper-core architecture [5] and the single-cycle interconnection network presented in [6] are just few examples of lowlatency networks. Nevertheless, future generations of Chip
Multi-Processor (CMP) require a major innovation in both
integration technology and on-chip communication infrastructure.
A promising option to overcome the barrier in interconnect
scaling is the 3D integration of integrated circuits (3D ICs)
[7]. Stacking multiple chips and connecting them by Through
Silicon Vias (TSVs) has the potential to reduce the interconnect
wire length while offering high vertical connect density. Multicores and many-cores processors can benefit from several characteristics of 3D devices: (a) Wire length reduction improves
the latency of core to memory interconnect; (b) High TSV
density and their small length can be exploited for improving
memory bandwidth when stacking memory layers on top of
logic layers; (c) The smaller form factor due to the addition of
a third dimension is essential for moving on-chip the memory
required by the processing elements (PC) avoiding slow offchip connections.
This paper aims to propose a fully synthesizable 3D Logarithmic Interconnection Network (3D-LIN). The network is
configurable in both 2D and 3D-domains and is automatically
split between the chosen number of memory layers. In order
to reduce the chip cost, regardless of the number of memory
layers needed, they all have the same layout and can all be
produced exploiting the same mask. Design automation and
configuration of the network allow us to experiment with
different 3D structures, in the search for the trade-off points
between speed, footprint and number of layers. Thus, the
main contribution of this paper is the exploration of various
3D structures for multi-processing, while taking into account
the interconnect properties. In the following section, related
research efforts are presented. The 2D-LIN is presented in
Section III, while Section IV describes the 3D implementation.
In Section V, experimental results are shown. Finally, Section
VI concludes the presented work.

Response Block 0

II. R ELATED W ORK
In the last few years, several studies have been published
exploring 3D integration technology in order to address the
high area overhead of SRAM. A proposal from Li et al. [8],
focuses on the L2 cache design and management in a 3D
chip. They propose a network architecture embedded into the
L2 NUCA cache memory for connecting it to a collection
of cores. A different approach is followed by Loh, that in
[9] considers 3D-DRAM stacked on top of multi-processors
and revises the memory system organization in a 3D context.
More recently, also Woo et al. [10], have explored a memory
architecture that exploits TSVs for connecting the last level
cache to the 3D stacked DRAM. The work of Madan et al.
[11] instead, takes in consideration a 3D system composed by
a DRAM layer and an SRAM cache banks layer on top of a
processing layer. Considering emerging memory technologies,
Mishra et al. [12] study the integration of STT-RAM in a
multi-core system, together with a network level solution
for decreasing the write latency associated with these novel
memories.
In this paper, we propose a 3D structure for connecting
a cluster of processing elements, placed on a logic layer, to
multiple layers of SRAM modules. These modules constitute a
single shared L1 memory that can enable fast communication
among the tightly coupled processing elements avoiding cache
coherence overheads.
III. 2D N ETWORK
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Fig. 1.

Block schematic of the 2D-LIN

are stalled. The PE winning the arbitration concludes the
transfer in a single clock cycle in case of a store, while, in
case of a load, the read data is returned the next clock cycle.
B. Request block

The basic 2D-LIN is a low-latency and flexible crossbar
that connects multiple processing elements (PEs) to multiple
SRAM memory modules (MMs). The IP is designed and
optimized for sustaining full bandwidth and supporting nonblocking communication within a single clock cycle. It also
provides simple and fast inter-processors communication and
multi-core synchronization. The key property of this soft IP
is the reconfigurability: the user has control on a number of
parameters, such as number of master ports and slave ports,
type of address decoding and several others. In order for the
design to be simple and efficient, the interconnect is built
following the Mesh Of Trees approach, where the network is
created combining binary trees. Each tree provides a unique
combinational path between the processing element cluster
and one memory module, and viceversa. Aiming to sustain
non blocking communication, the request and the response
path must be decoupled, hence 2D-LIN features independent
request and response network.

The request block is in charge of collecting all the PE’s requests directed to a specific memory module (see Figure 1). In
the simplest case of two PEs, the block is built out of a single
binary tree where the request block is composed of 1 node,
being a routing-arbitration primitive. The number of stages
of the Arbitration Tree is a function of the number of masters
attached to it: NUMstage =log2 (N), N being the number of PEs.
Combining several binary trees, the network can support both
generic number of ports and different priorities. Hence, a high
priority channel for the processors and a low priority channel
for eventual peripherals can be implemented. The primitives
composing the request block first arbitrate among eventual
requests through a Round Robin policy, then the winning one
is routed to the MM in a combinational way. At the same
time, the flow control signals traveling from MMs to PEs, are
also managed. Both normal read/write operation and atomic
test and set are supported.

A. Network Architecture Protocol

The response block (see Figure 1) is in charge of collecting
all the responses from memory modules which are directed to
a specific processing element, therefore, it can be considered
as a specular version of the request block. Nevertheless, since
the response network is only used for read operations and the
read latency is deterministic (1 cycle), no response collisions
are possible. Hence, the response path does not need any
arbitration, and it can be simplified replacing round robin
arbiters with simpler decoders.

A memory access starts with a request issued by a PE
through a master port, then, the master is kept updated on
the status of the request by a simple and lean protocol based
on a credit based flow control. Each clock cycle, all the
requests made from PEs are propagated through the binary
trees. Collisions due to multiple requests directed to the
same memory bank are avoided by Round Robin arbitration
performed at each node. The processors losing the arbitration
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Fig. 2. Block schematic of the 3D-LIN: (a) Logic layer block diagram; (b)
Single memory layer block diagram.

number of PEs, while the second is related to the number of
MMs (see Table I). When connecting the memory banks, the
access time to read the data from the memory is added to the
latency of the response path. 3D-LIN allows us to decrease
the number of arbitration levels of the response tree when
implemented on 2 or more memory layers, hence it allows the
system to run at higher frequencies.

IV. 3D I NTERCONNECTION N ETWORK
Within a standard planar(2D) architecture, when more storage capability or more processing power are needed, the
network size increases, and the single-cycle communication
becomes the limiting factor for the maximum achievable operating frequency. 3D-LIN is the extension of the 2D structure
presented in Section III, to be integrated in a 3D-stacked
CMP. This network topology allows designers to overcome
the limitation in frequency by automatically splitting the 2D
floorplan into one logic layer and several memory layers and
stacking them one on top of the other. All the power-hungry
processing elements are placed on logic layer, close to the
heat sink, while the memory banks, are divided among the
memory layers. The network is partitioned among the layers
in an automated way following the assumption that all the
memory layers should have the same identical layout:
• Each layer automatically auto-configures during runtime.
This permits to reduce the chip cost and the design effort.
• TSVs from the bottom layer are connected to the lowest
metal layer, while the TSVs to the upper layer are
connected to the top metal layer.
• The M memory banks are equally divided among K
memory layers, where K is a power of 2. Each memory
layer contains ML =M/K memory banks.
The request network path (PE to MM), and the response
path (MM to PE), have different latencies that depends on the
number of levels of the trees. The first strongly depends on the

A. Network Architecture
TSVs connecting the stacked dies have good electrical
characteristics, but their area footprint is bigger compared to
the on-chip metal lines. For this reason it is important to place
the minimum number of TSVs, while still guaranteeing the
maximum possible bandwidth. When the signals traversing
the tiers are the direct input and output of the processor, is
possible to place the minimum number of TSVs dedicated to
signal propagation:
T SV = (N c + 1 + log2 K) +
N (N baddr + 2N bdata + N bbyteEN + 2)

(1)

where Nc is the number of TSVs for clock propagation,
summed to one TSV for the reset signal, log2 K is the number
of bits needed for the layer ID. Nbaddr , Nbdata and NbbyteEN
are respectively the number of TSVs for propagating the
address, the data and the byte enable signals. The maximum
bandwidth of the 2D system is:
BWmax = f (

N bdata
)K
8

(2)

Hence, the PEs and the small Network for the stall (see
Figure 2(a)) are placed on the logic layer, while each memory
layer has the same layout and contains a Network of cardiM
nality N× M
K and K memory banks (see Figure 2(b)). This
configuration that minimize the number of TSVs needed for
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3D chip architecture.

the signals, still guarantee BWmax also for the 3D implementation. The layerID signal is sent from the logic layer
to identify each memory layer, so that the address space is
equally divided between all the MMs. Each memory layer
takes the incoming layerID as its own identifier, and send to
the next mem layer the received signal incremented by one.
In the TSV count, the Stall signal is not taken in account. In
the 2D network, the Stall signal is critical, because it needs to
be asserted much in advance with respect to the next clock
rising edge. Hence, in order to optimize it, the logic that
computes the Stall signals is detached from the main Network
connecting PEs to MMs and placed on the logic layer as a
small independent Network.
B. Network Operation
During a read/write operation, the master asserts data and
control signals that are sent as a packet. Some control signals
goes to the Stall Network that arbitrates possible collision and
eventually sends the Stall signal to the PE within the same
clock cycle. The full packet, data and control signals, are also
sent through the TSVs to the memory layers. Each memory
layer receives the packet and checks if the request is for a
position in its address range. The layer containing the address
lets the packet enter, while the other layers invalidate the
request. When a packet accesses the memory layer containing
the requested address, the network routes and arbitrates the
packet among the other simultaneous requests, allowing the
higher priority request to access the memory bank. Write
operations are performed in the same clock cycle, while for
Read operation and Test and Set operations, the read data is
propagated back to the related PE in the next clock cycle.
V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section provides the evaluation of 3D-LIN in terms
of delay and area. The Network is implemented in SystemVerilog and synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler in topographical mode using 65nm CMOS technology library from
ST-Microelectronics. The physical synthesis has been chosen
to extract the results because it allows the user to floorplan the

design and accurately predict post-layout timing using real net
capacitances during RTL synthesis [13]. The functionality has
been verified using Mentor Graphics’ Modelsim.
In this experiment we considered 5µm wide TSV with 10µm
minimum pitch and a length of 50µm, which represents the
state-of-the-art for high density through silicon vias [14].
According to the chosen dimensions, the TSV’s parasitic
capacitance have been obtained through the analytical model
proposed by Kim, [15]. For the experiments, the parasitics
values have been rounded to 20mΩ for the resistance and
30fF for the capacitance.
The memory size depends on the multi-core application.
For the experiments, we chose a case study with memory
modules chosen to be SRAM banks of 8kB, which timing
and physical information are provided by the lib file and the
Milkyway database. Each MM occupy 0.06mm2 . Regarding
the processing elements, dummy hard macros are used in order
to emulate their area occupation. Each PE is considered to
be an ARM CortexM3, which the estimated area is around
0.07mm2 for 65nm technology.
Unfortunately, the current version of Synopsys DC does not
support TSV and 3D stacking, hence, in the absence of established design kits, the synthesis flow is performed in several
main steps. Starting from the synthesizable RTL description
of the network, already configured with the user constraints,
the floorplanning of memory layer is performed, and the
time and physical constraints are added to emulate the TSVs.
After the physical synthesis of the memory layer, the backannotated delays are used to perform the physical synthesis of
the logic layer. After the floorplan definition, the logic layer is
synthesized considering the latencies of the stacked dies. These
steps are then iterated to meet the desired timing constraints
for the complete 3D-stacked system.
Figure 3 depicts the chosen approach for the block placement.
A. Physical Analysis
As explained in Section IV, when moving to a 3D configuration, the original NxM network is divided among the layers:
a small NxM network for the Stall signal is placed on the logic
layer, while the rest of the network to communicate with the
memory banks is distributed on each memory layer as Nx M
K
networks. Keeping the number of memory banks fixed to 64,
the total cell area of the network on each layer is shown in
Figure 4(a) for 16 PEs. Figure 4(b) shows the trend of the
ratio between the network area and the memory area both per
layer and in the full 3D system. When moving from a planar
design to a stacked system, the sum of the network areas on
each layer is higher than the 2D counterpart, nevertheless the
area per layer decreases.
The configurability of the Network gives the possibility to
explore the form-factor trend for the 3D multi-core systems
with shared L1 memory on top of logic. Given the specification
of the system, the best trade-off can be found in terms of
number of layers. In particular, we chose to analyze the area
of the chip(A3D ) normalized to the area of the same chip
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Figure 5 depicts the reduction of the area when the chip is
designed to stack different numbers of memory layers on top
of the logic layer. When moving from the planar structure, to
a 2-layer structure, the memories and the network are moved
to the upper layer, and we can notice a decrease in the form
factor. However, this reduction is still limited due to the size
of the network that, as explained before, does not shrink
effectively. In additions, the TSV area occupation increases
the size of both layers. Considering the stacking of two
or more layers on top of the logic, the network cardinality
start changing depending on the number of memory layers,
leading to a decrease in its area occupation, while the TSV
occupation remains the same as for the 3D, single memory
layer, case. The best trade-off point can be found when
the area of the memory layer is almost equal to the area
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of the logic layer. When reaching the best trade-off, the
stacking of any more memory layers does not affect the
form factor that is now defined from the area of the logic layer.
B. Timing Analysis
Exploring 3D-LIN in term of latency the following configurations are considered:
• 16 PEs and 32 MMs;

TABLE II
L ATENCY IMPROVEMENT

1 memory layer
2 memory layers
4 memory layers
8 memory layers

16x32
system
network
2%
9%
6%
22%
8%
32%
12%
46%

16 PEs and 64 MMs;
16 PEs and 128 MMs.
As previously discussed, the frequency of the network is
limited by the response path that includes the access time to
read a data from the memory bank. However, depending on the
size of the memory module, this access time changes. In our
experiments, we explored the latency of the network when
connecting memory banks of 8kB. In Figure 6(a) and 6(b),
both system latency and network latency are shown. We can
notice that moving from the planar system to one stacked
memory layer, the latency slightly decreases due to the shorter
interconnect. The reduction in delay is more evident for
the systems with two or more memory layers, due to the
changes in the network topology. The reduction in delay is
more evident in Figure 6(b) considering the network itself,
independently from the attached memory banks. The latency
of the network shows significant improvement, in the case
of 16PEs connected to 64MMs, the 2D latency of ˜42FO4 is
reduce down to ˜23FO4 .
Table II shows the latency improvements in percentage. The
results show that stacking a single memory layer, the memory
access time dominates the decreased latency of the interconnect and the improvement is only a few percents. However,
when we move to two memory layers, we can obtain already
around 8% improvement, reaching 11% with four memory
layers for a network cardinality of 16x128. Independently
from the attached memory, considering the network alone, the
benefits are more evident, with 35% improvements for four
memory layers stacked on top of the logic layer.
•

•

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a configurable network architecture
that can be integrated in 3D stacked CMP. The network enable
the connection of multiple processing elements to a shared
multi-banked memory guaranteeing low-latency connection.
The network and the multi processor system has been explored in terms of area, form factor and latency. The physical
synthesis results show the best trade off point between the
amount of memory needed in the system and the number of
stacked layers. In case of a memory occupation of 60% of
the planar chip, by moving to a system that integrates two
memory layers on top of a logic layer, the form factor is
improved more than 60%. In terms of latency, the 16x128
configuration of the network can be improved up to around
24% in case of 2 memory layers, and 31% in case of four
memory layers, leading to a latency reduction for accessing
8kB memory banks of 8% and 11% respectively.

16x64
system
network
2%
7%
6%
20%
10%
35%
13%
44%

16x128
system
network
3%
10%
8%
24%
11%
31%
16%
46%
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